
Job Description 

Job Title:  Trainee Auditor 
Job Grade/Band: 4 

Job purpose: 
1. To perform routine and non-routine tasks at a number of NHS bodies (to budget and quality standards) to support 

the conduct of an extensive range of audit assignments in accordance with audit principles and practices as 
contained within the NHS Mandatory Standards and internal Quality System.  

2. To apply risk management and assurance principles to the planning and delivery of audit assignments. 
3. To investigate enquiries and queries from multiple clients, external agencies and staff, providing assistance and 

advice as required. 

Scope of job/key elements: 
 Communication is central to the job and is built upon the provision and receipt of routine, complex and sensitive 

information of a confidential nature. This will require tact and persuasion as well as an appreciation and 
understanding of client risks, NHS systems and existing guidance. Discussions with senior and non-finance staff 
forms a substantial element of the job encompassing a range of NHS systems. Communication will involve dealing 
with external agencies.  

 Work will be undertaken with some direct supervision with the jobholder working within procedures, guidelines and 
policies as defined by the Quality System. The nature of the work necessitates a thorough and concentrated focus 
on the gathering, testing and evaluation of evidence. 

 There is considerable scope for decision making in respect of planning and organizing the personal work schedule, 
forming judgments on the adequacy and effectiveness of elements of systems under review, and producing 
recommendations to deliver improvements. These decisions will be based upon detailed analysis and evaluation of a 
range of systems issues and options. 

 The Agency operates in a unique competitive trading environment requiring a professional customer-focus at all 
times and a range of commercial skills of the postholder. This trading environment creates a business model that 
requires income to be secured in open competition against multinational consulting and accountancy firms. Income 
needs to be secured on a regional and national basis to maintain operational and strategic viability.  

 There is a requirement to adapt to a range of working conditions at different client sites which will also involve 
frequent travel. 

 A substantial element of the job involves utilizing a number of office based and client computer systems to evaluate 
systems and produce the audit outputs. Those outputs, usually reports, are generated from input and manipulation of 
financial and other data in word processing, spreadsheet, presentation and database applications. 

Job Accountabilities Measures 

 Performs allocated routine and non-routine tasks e.g. file preparation, audit research and 
planning, testing and system recording and evaluation (including interviewing client staff), 
in accordance with relevant procedures and standards for managers, colleagues and, to a 
significant extent, for clients. Produces discussion documents and draft reports which 
conclude upon internal control issues. 

 Performs portfolio of work to budget and thereby contributes to delivery of overall 
function’s cost recovery. 

 Makes recommendations as appropriate often involving proposed changes to working 
practices and procedures following policy implementation. 

 Regularly undertakes systems reviews that conclude upon financial control, physical 
security of cash and the safeguarding of assets. 

 Responds to queries from clients, which may be of a sensitive and confidential nature, and 
investigates and reports as necessary to the satisfaction of the client. This will include 
advice, information and guidance for direct use by patients, relatives or carers. 

 Plans and organises work schedule to ensure weekly, monthly, quarterly and annual 
timetables are delivered. Undertake the majority of routine tasks with minimal supervision.  

 Demonstrates work routines to others in the team. 

 Contributes positively to the appraisal process.  

 Adheres and contributes to the continuous improvement philosophy to ensure we continue 
to provide a valuable service focused upon client’s needs. 

 Fully comply with all aspects of the confidentiality policy. 
 

Delivered within budgeted 
time and to deadlines. 
Compliance with Quality 
System. 
Satisfactory Post Audit 
Questionnaire. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Delivers workload in 
accordance with the team 
resource plan and 
contributes to overall 
delivery of plans. 
 
QA and manager review. 
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